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Katherine Bouwmeester, RN, ACCN, President
Katherine is from Calgary, AB and is a National Board President and Director,
Western Region.
She works in the Intensive Care Unit at the Peter Lougheed Centre.
As the National Board President, Katherine has provided strong and balanced leadership to continue moving the CACCN strategic plan forward,

Mélanie Gauthier, M. Int. Care N., BScN, RN, CNCC(C),
Vice President, Director
Mélanie is from Montreal, QC and is the National Board Vice-President and a Director, Eastern Region.
Mélanie is a Faculty Lecturer at the Ingram School of Nursing, McGill University.
Over the past year, she has Chaired the Partner Relations Committee, strengthening our ties with associations, sponsors and exhibitors.
Mélanie will undertake the role of President in 2020.

Sarah Crowe, MN, PMD-NP(F), NP, CNCC(C)
Treasurer/Director
Sarah is from Langley, BC and is a Director, Western Region.
Sarah has been Co-Chair of the Professional Development Committee.
She has been the National Treasurer since 2018 and is the Chair of the Dynamics
of Critical Care™ Conference 2020 being held in Windsor, ON.

Peter Anderst, BN, RN, CNCC(C) Director
Peter is from Edmonton, AB and is the Director at Large.
He is a critical care nurse in a General Systems Intensive Care Unit for Alberta
Health Services.
Peter has been active as the Chair of the Member Relations Committee working
on membership recruitment and retention.

Lissa Currie, BN, RN, CNCC(C), Director
Lissa is from Winnipeg, MB and is a Director, Central Region.
She is an Educator at St. Boniface General Hospital, Winnipeg Regional Health Authority.
Lissa is the Co-Chair of the Conference Education and Evaluation Committee and
is the chair for the Dynamics of Critical Care™ Conference 2019 being held in
Halifax, NS.
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Angela Foote, MN, RN, CNCCP(C), Director
Angela is from New Glasgow, NS and is a Director, Eastern Region, for a second
term.
She is an Educator at Aberdeen Regional Hospital.
Angela has been the Co-Chair of the Conference Education and Evaluation Committee and was the Chair for the successful Dynamics of Critical Care™ Conference 2018 held in Calgary, AB.

Brandi Vanderspank-Wright, PhD, RN, CNCC(C), Director
Brandi is from Long Sault, ON and is a Director, Central Region.
She is a Professor at the School of Nursing, University of Ottawa.
Brandi has been active as the Co-Chair of the Professional Development Committee and has taken an active role in the Canadian Journal of Critical Care Nursing.

CJCCN Editor
Paula Price, PhD, RN, CJCCN Editor
The late Paula Price was from Calgary, AB.
She was the Director at the School of Nursing/Midwifery, Mount Royal University.
Paula was the editor of the Canadian Journal of Critical Care Nursing™ for over
20 years. She was a recipient of the Brenda Morgan Leadership Excellence Award
and a CACCN Life Member.

Chief Operating Officer
Christine R Halfkenny-Zellas, P.Mgr., CIM, COO
Christine is from St. Thomas, ON.
She has been the Chief Operating Officer for the Association since 2008.
Christine manages the day to day operations, supports our Members, the Board of
Directors, Committees, Chapters and our partners and sponsors.
She is an integral member of all Dynamics of Critical Care Local Operations Committees.
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CACCN has fourteen chapters across the country:
Chapter
President 2018-2019
British Columbia
Vininder Kour Bain
Greater Edmonton
Castro Arias
London Regional
Brenda Morgan
Manitoba
Sara Unrau
Montréal
Evelyne Dufresne
New Brunswick
Myriam Breau
Newfoundland/Labrador
Starlene Lundrigan
Nova Scotia
Amber Eason
Ottawa Region
Margaret Seaver
Prince Edward Island
Jill MacKinnon
Saskatchewan
Guylaine Gotchia
Southern Alberta
Sandra Goldsworthy
Toronto
Vacant
Vancouver Island
Ryanna Salvador
The CACCN chapters have been active over the past fiscal year offering leadership, education and networking for our members. We are honoured to have such a great group of CACCN Members leading
our chapters. Over the past year, our chapters have offered educational events, webinars, journal clubs,
and more!
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It is my pleasure to submit this annual report on behalf of the Board of
Directors (BOD) and Chief Operating Officer (COO) for the fiscal year
2018-2019 of the Canadian Association of Critical Care Nurses.
This report will highlight the achievements and activities of the association
leadership team, the National Committees, our Chapter leaders and our
members.
The Association’s theme of Be the ONE has been the anchor and guide
for the BOD and our national committees in the work we complete towards achieving the CACCN’s organizational Mission and our Vision for
Canadian critical care nurses.
Mission
We engage and inform Canadian critical care nurses through education and networking, and provide a
strong unified national identity.
Vision
All critical care nurses provide the highest standard of patient and family centered care through an engaging, vibrant, educated and research driven specialized community.
This past year has seen the continuation of the work of the Board of Directors, our committees, our chapters
and our members in refining our vision and our board model for operationalizing that vision.
Strategic Plan
The Board of Directors continued to build on the association’s strategic and operational plan, consolidating the
committee-based framework that came to fruition in late 2015. The committee model has proven to be successful in engaging the talents of our members from coast to coast. These committees under the leadership of Board
members are our commitment to creating participation, leadership and governance opportunities for all members
of the association and have provided enhanced transparency and a membership voice across all of the association’s activities. All members are invited to contribute to your national Association at the local, regional and/or
national level. For more information about being involved, contact your local chapter or the CACCN National
Office.
Over the past fiscal year, we have continued to work with our national partners towards the shared vision of
quality critical care health services:
Canadian Nurses Association (CNA)
The CACCN and CNA continue to collaborate to encourage and support critical care certification for critical
care nurses in Canada. CACCN members continue to participate in the review/revision of the certification competencies (blueprint) and will continue to be engaged in the review/revision of the Critical Care Certification
(Adult) examination.
CNA Canadian Network of Nursing Specialties (CNNS) and Committees:
As an active participant in the Canadian Network of Nursing Specialties, CACCN contributes to the ongoing work of the CNA. Over the past year the we have participated in monthly network meetings.
•
Certification Program Advisory Committee (CPAC) provides advice and guidance on the redesign
of the CNA Certification Program. Since 2016, our member representative has been Kimberly Pennell
(AB). Kimberly has since stepped down from active participation on the committee and Mélanie Gauthier,
Vice President has taken her place.
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CNA/Choosing Wisely Canada (CWC) committee is finalizing the development of a list for

Critical Care Nurses. Katherine Bouwmeester, President, in conjunction with the Canadian
Nurses Association, has chaired the committee of CACCN Members.

Canadian Blood Services (CBS)
CACCN continues to be active in our partnership with the Canadian Blood Services with participation
on the following committees:
•

cDCDD Heart Donation and Transplantation: Expert Guidance from a Canadian Consensus
Building Process. The purpose of the committee was to develop the Medical/Legal/Ethical Framework
for Heart DCD in Canada. Our member representatives on the committee were Pamela Hruska (AB)
and Catherine Becker (QC).

•

Clinical Practice Guidelines Committee (Conscious Competent Patient) for the development of
clinical practice guidelines and facility system performance improvement for organ and tissue donation and
transplantation. Our member representative on the committee was Katherine Bouwmeester, President.

•

Deceased Donations Advisory Committee (DDAC) has been active looking at a number of initiatives including: ECPR—Organ Donation and Family Override. This committee is developing national best
practice guidelines for organ donation, addressing barriers to organ donation and is leading the implementation of best practices for organ donation across the country. Our member representative is Karen
Dryden-Palmer (ON).

•

Deceased Donation Professional Education Working Group where CACCN has been a partner in
developing organ donation education, competencies, tools and practice resources for use by Canadian
critical care teams. Our member representative is Karen Dryden-Palmer (ON).

•

GUIDDE/Donor Management Guidelines Committee is looking at ‘Medical Management to Optimize
Donor Organ Potential’. The scope of this work includes optimal management in the deceased donor population (Neurological Determination of Death – NDD) from time of consent until that patient goes to the
operating room. Our member representative is Pam Hruska (AB).

CBS has also been a leading partner in providing sponsorship and educational resources with, and for,
our members including Dynamics presentations, support for nurses in critical care to attend focused
educational seminars and participation opportunities for our members.

Canadian Intensive Care Week (CICW)
We continue to be very involved in a number of initiatives, organizations and projects to advance the
critical care agenda from a nursing perspective in Canada. CACCN is the driving force for the annual
Canadian Intensive Care Week promotion in collaboration with the Canadian Critical Care Trials
Group, the Canadian Critical Care Society, Critical Care Canada Forum, the Canadian Intensive Care
Foundation and the Canadian Society of Respiratory Therapists.

American Association of Critical-Care Nurses (AACN)
Our partnership with the American Association of Critical-Care Nurses (AACN) continues to flourish.
CACCN welcomes the AACN immediate past president to the Dynamics of Critical Care™ Conference and AACN welcomes the President and COO to the National Teaching Exposition. AACN provides complimentary exhibit space for CACCN to meet with nurses and potential exhibitors.

Chapter Connections Day
To build our chapter leadership skills, the Association invites each Chapter President and one chapter
executive member the opportunity to participate in our annual Chapter Connections Day prior to the
Dynamics Conference. At chapter connections day, chapters have the opportunity to participate in
structured educational/leadership development, as well as unstructured dialogue and networking. As
well chapters participate in an Environmental Scan exercise to identify trends across the country.
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Awards and Grants
We along with our sponsor partners offer funding in support of our members through our awards,
grants and bursaries program. The awards and grants offer recognition and support of our member’s
achievements. Consider submitting an application or nomination of deserving candidates for the
CACCN Awards. Thank you to our corporate partners and sponsors for their unwavering support of
our vision, mission and our members.
This past year has been active for the Association. To see our strategic plan initiatives continue to
move forward has been very exciting. To see the participation and work being completed through our
committees is amazing.
Sincerely,

Katherine Bouwmeester, RN, ACCN, President
President

Organizational Structure
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CACCN has continued to maintain our presence on social media on Facebook and
Twitter.
The CACCN website has been a challenge for us over the past few years despite the
completed site upgrades. CACCN National office has continued to work to ensure you
have access to the information you require. A new website was approved by the board of directors in
September 2018 and work has continued to bring this to fruition. Once the site is completed, members will have one log in for membership, conference registration and Members Only. The site will
also be accessible on all devices.
The online abstract submission process for the Dynamics abstracts continues to be an excellent program. Feedback on the ease of use of the system is favourable and updates to the system are completed annually.
Our online membership registration is working well providing members the opportunity to update
their personal contact information and continue their membership via continuous renewal. CACCN
has also continued a renewal follow up program to contact members with lapsed membership advising
of the benefits of belonging to your professional association. This program has proven to be beneficial
to the association in terms of membership retention. Continuous renewal is still beneficial with many
members actively participating in the program.
We have also set up online applications for our Awards, Grants
and Bursaries.

Strategic Plan
It is the responsibility of the Board of Directors to produce a strategic plan. The strategic plan is a
high level blueprint focusing on the Board’s strategy to move closer to achieving our Vision statement.
The plan typically embraces a three to five year time period.
A well-articulated strategic plan includes the following elements:
•
Strategic objectives
•
Deliverables
•
Milestones
•
Accountability and
•
Resources required

Our CACCN Strategic Plan was developed with
facilitation by Zzeem Association Management
with the plan being approved by the Board of Directors in June 2015.
Since approval of the plan, the Board of Directors
and our members have been working to fulfil the
strategic objectives of the plan.
The CACCN Strategic Plan is reviewed twice annually by the Board of Directors to ensure the plan is
still viable and to ensure the strategic objectives are on track.
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CACCN is thankful for our members who eagerly and enthusiastically
embrace our National Committees, working together with the Board
of Directors to achieve our strategic goals.
Editorial Review Board (ERB): To provide a journal which will be of relevance and value to any
nurse with an interest or expertise in critical care nursing. The journal should have relevance for all
areas of practice in neonatal, paediatric and adult critical care nursing. The ERB continues to encourage
and support critical care nurses and those interested in critical care with the writing of excellent articles
for the journal. Through the work of this committee, we have seen an increase in manuscript submissions.

Committee Members:
Paula Price (AB) Editor
Franco Carnevale (QC)
Sandra Goldsworthy (AB)
Mary Mustard (ON)

Marie Edwards (MB)
Martha Mackay (BC)
Mae Squires (ON)

Debbie Fraser (MB)
Carmel Montgomery (AB)

Member Relations: To strategically plan, manage and increase the enrollment, engagement and relationships with all new, current, renewing, and future CACCN members. This committee has been instrumental in raising the awareness of membership and working towards meeting the needs of our
Chapter Leadership and members. The committee has also drafted a social media policy for CACCN
and works to maintain our social media channels.
Committee Members:
Peter Anderst, Chair (AB)
Ryan Chan, (ON)

Kathy Bouwmeester (AB)
Chelsea Yeates (AB)

Conference Education and Evaluation Committee: The Conference Education and Evaluation Committee is committed to providing a quality, relevant and scientifically rigorous educational
product to our members and associate delegates. The committee recognizes the role Dynamics plays in
maintaining the educational requirement for current critical care nurses and in developing the next generation of critical care nurses. The committee is tasked with providing opportunities to nurture the
academic growth of conference delegates.
Committee Members:
Lissa Currie, Co-Chair (MB)
Ingrid Daley (ON)
Barbara Fagan (NS)
Laura Robinson (AB)

Angela Foote, Co-Chair (NS)
Karen Dryden-Palmer (ON)
Pam Hruska (AB)
Pat Rodgers (NL)

Cara-lee Anderson (AB)
Marie Edwards (MB)
Shirley Marr (ON)
Teddie Tanguay (AB)

Partner

Relations: To facilitate and develop CACCN relationships with organizations
(corporations, government, vendors, sponsors, employers) that align with our Vision and Mission and
advance the science and practice of critical care nursing. This past fiscal year, an awards review subcommittee was created to review and revise the CACCN Awards and Recognition program.
Committee Members:
Mélanie Gauthier, Chair (QC)

Karine Allard (ON)
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Dynamics Local Operations Committee 2018: To plan and operationalize the annual Dynamics of
Critical Care™ Conference.
Committee Members:
Angela Foote, Chair (NS)
Cara-lee Anderson (AB)
Laura Robinson (AB)

Lissa Currie, Co-Chair, CEEC (MB)
Sarah Giesbrecht (AB)
Pam Hruska (AB)
Chelsea Yeates (AB)

Professional Development: To provide education and professional development, advocate for critical
care certification to new, renewing, and future CACCN members and promote the Canadian Journal of Critical
Care Nursing to potential authors. The committee commenced work on Position Statements, producing three
new statements: Health Work Environments, Models of Care and Patient and Family Centred Care.
Committee Members:
Sarah Crowe, Co-Chair (BC)
Patricia Connick (ON)
Karen Webb-Anderson (NS)

Brandi Vanderspank-Wright, Co-Chair (ON)
Erinn Guy (NS)
Brenda Morgan (ON)

OTHERS????

Incoming Board Members
The following board members were acclaimed to the Board of Directors
for a 2 year term—April 2019 to March 2021
Sarah Crowe
Langley, BC
and
Angela Foote
New Glasgow, NS.

Board Members
The following are your Board of Directors for the 2019-2020 Fiscal Year:
President:

Kathy Bouwmeester

Vice-President:

Mélanie Gauthier

Treasurer:

Sarah Crowe

Director:

Peter Anderst

Director:

Lissa Currie

Director:

Angela Foote

Director:

Brandi Vanderspank-Wright
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The CACCN National Board of Directors is responsible for the annual fiscal budget preparation, investment management and overseeing the day to day financial operations of the Association. Centaur Accounting Inc, London, ON is responsible for the maintenance of the accounts entering through Quickbooks entering Revenue, Expenses, providing payment and completing the monthly financial summaries
for approval by the Board of Directors. The Association undergoes a full financial audit annually which
is completed by MacNeill Edmundson, London, ON.
Budget
When compared to other ‘like’ associations nationally and internationally, CACCN operates on a very modest budget of approximately $250-270,000 annually. The annual budget is a balanced budget without a deficit for each fiscal year. The Association operates in a financially fiscal manner ensuring annual expenses do not exceed revenues generated. Despite the increased operations and
implementation of strategic objectives, we have continued to maintain our membership fees and conference tuition fees at very reasonable rates. Membership fees were increased by $ 5.00 in 2018 with the
last increase occurring in 2012.
:

Financial Health:
Our financial health remains solid at this point in time. Although we have paid
attrition fees to host hotels over the past two conferences, CACCN still continues to operate within its
financial means without borrowing funds from other sources. It is due to the fiscally responsible financial
planning of the CACCN Board of Directors, past and present, that we are able to maintain fees at a reasonable level and retain investments almost equal to two years operating budget, while providing enhanced services for our membership.
Revenue: Revenue generated annually for the association includes but is not limited to:
Surplus: Dynamics of Critical Care Conference™, Fees: Membership, Advertising: Employment Board,
Leaderboard, Royalties, Reserve: Two Year Membership fees 2018-2019, and Advertising: The Canadian Journal of Critical Care Nursing™.

Expenses: Service to our members is our priority with revenue invested into improving membership
benefits, the website and the journal, in addition to advancing the work of the Association over the fiscal
year. In the 2018-2019 fiscal year, the following were expenditures: Chapter Reimbursement and
Knowledge Fund, Awards, Grants, Bursaries, Gifts, Professional Fees (bookkeeping, auditing, legal fees),
Publication Fees: The Canadian Journal of Critical Care Nursing™, Association Meetings/Travel, National - Tuition Coupons, Dynamics 2018 Tuition Coupons (planning committee, speakers), Postage, Courier, Copier, Chief Operating Officer Salary, Expenses, Government Remittances, and Office Expenses.
Investment: The association continues to be grateful for current and previous board of directors
who have managed the finances of the association, in a fiscally responsible manner. It is the goal of the
BOD to ensure the association remains in stable financial position, by managing / maintaining investments with a minimum of two years of operating funds. Over the past few years, the BOD has managed
the investments in a fiscally responsible manner, ensuring the best rates possible in safe investments.
The BOD has split investments into smaller amounts with staggered maturity dates, as well as distributing our investments over three separate financial institutions to ensure protection under the CDIC
Act.
The Board of Directors believes it is
important for the association membership to have a full awareness and
knowledge of the details of the association’s finances. The complete financial
audit is available for members to view
via the Members Only area of the
CACCN website.
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CACCN membership as of March 31, 2019 was approximately 1240 members strong.
Over the past fiscal year, CACCN received 55 referrals from active members.
CACCN members who refer new members to CACCN are entered into a quarterly random draw to
receive a complimentary one-year membership.
Complimentary Membership Recipients:
Q1 - April - June 2018:

Sheila Hunt, London, ON
Jillian Cook, McPhersons Mills, NS

Q2 - July - September 2018:

Jessica Pillman, Red Deer, AB
Carla Unrau, St. Andrews, MB

Q3 - October - December 2018:

Teresa Coughlan, St. Albert, AB
Denise MacIntyre, Dartmouth, NS

Q4 - January to March 2019:

Stephanie Welsh, L'Ile-Perrot, QC
Christopher White, Lower Sackville, NS

Thank you to the following members for their member referrals over the year
Mary Acoca
Karine Allard
Castro Arias
Morgan Aulenbach
Vininder Kour Bains
Polly Ann Boldt
Kathy Bouwmeester
Myriam Breau
Daniel Cashen
Jillian Cook
Teresa Coughlan
Karen Dryden-Palmer
Cecile Duplesis
Christina Eichorst
Angela Foote
Guylaine Gotchia
Errin Guy
Sheila Hunt
Kaitlyn Julas
Cody Kelly
Valerie LaForest
Jill MacKinnon

Christina Lelievre
Denise MacIntyre
Alison MacIvor
Jill MacKinnon
Brittni Millar
Eugene Mondor
Brenda Morgan
Kimberly Pennell
Caroline Penner
Jessica Pillman
Ellen Reil
Ryanna Salvador
Sarah Saroop
Margaret Seaver
Colleen Shepherd
Tanya Spence
Carla Unrau
Lisa Weiler
Stephanie Welsh
Chris White
Christine Wong
Chelsea Yeates
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CNA certification is a nationally recognized nursing specialty credential for registered nurses. The first
certification exam for neuroscience nursing was offered in 1991. Today, more than 17,000 RNs are
CNA certified in one of 21 specialties. The Adult and Pediatric Critical Care Certification examinations
were written in the Spring and Fall 2018.
Certification Bursary
The Canadian Association of Critical Care Nurses National Office conducts a random blind draw for
CACCN members based on applications received and information from the certification report provided by the Canadian Nurses Association and the CACCN database. CACCN provides $500.00 to one
CACCN member for Initial Certification (Adults or Paediatric) and $250.00 each for two CACCN
members for Renewal Certification (Adult or Paediatric) for the Spring and Fall certification. Members
must be on the CNA listing to be considered. Bursary recipients for Spring and Fall 2018:

Spring 2018
Initial

Megan Zjalic, Calgary, AB

Renewal:

Sandra Cooke, Montreal, QC
Rachel Lomas, Montreal, QC

Initial:

Joanna Macdonald, Leitches Creek, NS

Renewal

Monica Boon, Stratford, ON
Andrea Jesney, Calgary, AB

Fall 2018

CACCN also sends congratulatory messages to all members and non-members who successfully completed certification encouraging them to join their specialty nursing association.
Certification Resources
CACCN continues to provide opportunities for nurses to accumulate continuing learning hours and has
a complement of study tools for nurses preparing to writ the initial examination. CACCN offers an
adult study guide and 10 systems webinars. We also offer a four webinar series for paediatric nurses.
The Tips and Tricks webinar is invaluable and a must see before starting the study program. As well
starting in January 2019, the Canadian Nurses Association announced the provision of a discount voucher for certification. The voucher was only available through membership with your specialty association!
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Canadian Journal of Critical Care Nursing
Editor’s Report April 1, 2018 to March 31, 2019
Statement of Purpose and Objectives
Purpose
To provide a journal that is relevant and valued to any nurse with an interest or expertise in critical care
nursing. The journal should have relevance for all areas of practice in neonatal, paediatric and adult critical care nursing.
Objectives
Provide a vehicle for publication for critical care nurses in Canada
Stimulate critical care nurses to write in their area of expertise.
Promote networking regarding critical care nursing clinical, education, research & administrative
practices.
Disseminate critical care nursing content of interest to Canadian nurses.
Publish articles of relevance to clinical, education, research & administrative critical care nursing
practice.
Disseminate the results of critical care nursing research.
Explore issues and problems relevant to critical care nursing.
Provide a means for the national Board of Directors to communicate with members of
CACCN.
Communicate available awards for members.
Subscriptions
Members:
Personal:
Institutional:
Complimentary:

1240 (1338: 2017-2018)
02
14
10

Journal Profile: The journal has its own web page on
CACCN’s website and continues to be listed in the Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature
(CINAHL), The International Nursing Index, Ebsco, Nurse
One, and the British Nursing Index. Full text articles are
available on CINAHL Plus, Academic OneFile, Health Reference Centre Academic, CPI.Q.
Editorial Review Board: Thanks and appreciation are
extended to the members of the editorial review board for
the work they do reviewing each manuscript. It is through
their diligence and expertise that the journal maintains its
high standard as a scholarly, peer-reviewed Canadian journal.
Strategies to increase submissions include:
Offering assistance to all inquiries.
Writing to all presenters at Dynamics conference.
Encouraging colleagues working on a project or interested in a topic to write.
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Strategies to increase submissions continue to include:
Offering assistance to all inquiries.
Writing to all presenters at Dynamics conference.
Encouraging colleagues working on a project or interested in a topic to write.
Other Initiatives and Activities
The journal policies and procedures are available on the CACCN website.
The Guidelines for Authors are available on the website and in the journal.
The Board of Directors has been reviewing the structure, processes and procedures for the Canadian
Journal of Critical Care Nurses since early spring and will be provided an updated framework in the
new fiscal year.

Awards Ceremony
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Dr. Paula Price, PhD, MN, RN
May 3, 1958–January 23, 2019
The Board of Directors of the Canadian Association of Critical Care Nurses (CACCN) was deeply saddened to share the news that Dr. Paula Price,
Editor, Canadian Journal of Critical Care Nursing, peacefully passed surrounded by her loving family on January 23, 2019.
For the past two-and-a-half years, Paula was the Director of the School of
Nursing and Midwifery at Mount Royal University, a position that she described as her dream job. Paula was a University of Calgary Nursing alumna
of the PhD program and had a very distinguished nursing career in Calgary.
In the 1980s, Paula worked at the Holy Cross Hospital and in the 1990s,
she was an instructor at the Foothills Hospital School of Nursing, followed
by many years as a faculty member of the BN and critical care programs at
Mount Royal.
She was the editor for The Canadian Journal of Critical Care Nursing™ (formerly Dynamics) for more than 20 years
and the Canadian Journal of Cardiovascular Nursing for 10 years. She was also a member of CACCN for approximately 33 years.
Paula dedicated a lifetime to ensuring the CACCN was an organization with a high-quality peer reviewed journal.
She reviewed hundreds of manuscripts and consistently showed her editorial capabilities, capturing the best of
evidence, training and clinical care. Paula has been a mentor and coach to many, from students to novice to proficient authors, with her kind, soft, supportive manner, making the process of preparing and publishing a manuscript
seem effortless.
In recognition of her valuable leadership contributions to CACCN, Paula was presented with the Brenda Morgan
Leadership Excellence Award in 2008. This is a peer-nominated award presented annually to a critical care nurse
who, on a consistent basis, demonstrates outstanding performance in leadership in critical care. Paula was a very
fitting recipient of this award.
In 2015, Paula was recognized again for her longstanding, invaluable contributions to the association, receiving the
CACCN Life Member Award. This award recognizes members who have demonstrated sustained support and
exceptional contributions to the CACCN, as well as the advancement of the art and science of critical care nursing through practice, education, research, leadership and advocacy for the specialty.
Paula was a proud member of the CACCN. She will be fondly remembered for her leadership of the Editorial Review Board and her kind, caring mentorship of CJCCN authors. In recognition of Paula’s contributions to critical
care nursing, critical care nursing education and the CACCN, the CACCN Education Award for baccalaureate or
critical care nursing program has been named the “Paula Price Memorial
Bursary”.
Paula will be greatly missed by her CACCN family.

Editor, Member
Mentor, Friend
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Critical care nurses make a difference every day in the lives of their patients and families, and their peers
and workplaces.
CACCN, in conjunction with our corporate partners, is pleased to acknowledge and reward the outstanding contributions of critical care nurses through the CACCN awards and recognition program.
The following awards were granted during the April 1, 2018 to March 31, 2019 fiscal year and presented
at Dynamics 2018 in Calgary, AB. Our Sponsors: Thank you to BBraun Medical of Canada, Draeger
Medical Canada, Philips Canada, and Spacelabs Healthcare for their support.
Brenda Morgan Leadership Excellence Award
The Brenda Morgan Leadership Excellence Award is a peer‐nominated award. The Brenda Morgan
Leadership Excellence Award will be presented to a nurse who, on a consistent basis demonstrates outstanding performance in the area of leadership in critical care.
Recipient:

Lara Parker, Port Moody, BC.

Chapter of the Year: Philips Canada—First Place and Draeger Medical Canada —Second Place
This award and plaque recognizes the efforts, contributions and dedication of two CACCN chapters as
they carry out the Vision, Mission and goals of the association.
First Place:

Montréal Chapter

Second Place:

Toronto Chapter

Honourable mention for their excellent submission: British Columbia Chapter.
Spacelabs Healthcare Innovative Project Awards
This award is presented to a group of critical care nurses who develop a project that will enhance their
professional development.
First Place:
Project:

Susan Bello, Burnaby, BC
“Augmentative and Alternative
Communication”

Second Place:
Project:

Daniel Milhomme and Frédéric Banville, Lévis, QC
“Clinical Surveillance Processes in Critical Care Assisted by Technology:
Immersion in the Virtual Intensive Care Unit (VICU)”

Sage Products Poster Bursary
This bursary provides funding to eligible applicants (first time poster presenter) to attend the Dynamics
of Critical Care™ Conference to present a poster with a focus on the prevention of complications or
deleterious impacts of critical illness hospitalization. The Sage Products Poster Bursary was presented
to the following:
Recipient:
Poster:

Emily Boorman, Langley, AB
“Did Your Patient Get Their Sleep? Improving Sleep for Patients in the
Adult Intensive Care Unit”.
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CACCN Spotlight Challenge Award—Canadian Intensive Care Week
This award is presented to a group of critical care nurses, who develop an activity and/or event that will
profile their local Critical Care Team during Canadian Intensive Care Week.
Recipient:

Karen Dryden-Palmer and the 2018 ICU Week Steering Committee
Hospital for Sick Children, Toronto, ON.

CACCN Education Awards
This award provides funding to assist critical care nurses to attend continuing education programs at the
baccalaureate, masters and doctoral level.

Recipient—Fall 2018:

Erinn Guy, Sydney, NS.
Erinn is pursuing her Master of Nursing – Nurse Practitioner
through Athabasca University

CACCN Poster Awards—Dynamics of Critical Care™ Conference 2018
The poster awards at Dynamics 2018 provide recognition for the excellent work of critical care nurses.
We had two recipients of the Delegate’s Choice Award:
Delegate’s Choice:
Poster:
Delegate’s Choice:
Poster:

Rosetta Antonacci, Elaine Doucette, Lia Sanzone,
Annie Chevrier, Jamie-Lee Potter, Arzu Bugra,
Madeline Spencer and Ryan Hendrick, Montréal, QC
“Stepping Up: Supporting critical care nurses in advocating for
their patients with a mental illness in the critical care setting”.
Sherry Campbell and Laurie Mason, Newcastle, ON
“Blue Butterfly: An interprofessional approach for supporting
palliative and withdrawal of life support to critical care”.

Thank you to our sponsors/supporters!
Congratulations to our recipients!

Awards Revisions
To keep the award program attractive and viable, an Award Review Sub-Committee under the Partner
Relations Committee commenced work on review and revision of the CACCN Awards.
This committee was struck in December 2017, and commenced work throughout 2018 and early 2019,
to review and revise the following awards:
Brenda Morgan Leadership Excellence Award
Canadian Intensive Care Week Spotlight Challenge Award
Life Member Award.

Chasing Excellence Award
Education Awards
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To keep the award program attractive and viable, an Award Review Sub-Committee under the Partner
Relations Committee commenced work on review and revision of the CACCN Awards.
This committee was struck in December 2017, and commenced work throughout 2018 and early 2019,
to review and revise the following awards:
Brenda Morgan Leadership Excellence Award
Chasing Excellence Award
Canadian Intensive Care Week Spotlight Challenge Award
Education Awards
Life Member Award.
The committee met by web conferencing, teleconferencing and through Dropbox to complete the review and revisions for the above noted awards. At the same time, the Chair of the Award SubCommittee worked with members of the National Board of Directors to establish an umbrella criterion
for the awards program, in addition to award specific criteria. During the process, the awards program
was restructured to clearly identify awards, grants and bursaries. As well the deadline for all awards/
recognition submissions (other than the Certification Bursary) was changed to June 1 annually.
The award revisions were completed and approved by the Board of Directors in December 2018. As
well, online submission for all awards has been implemented. CACCN will only accept submission via the
online system. The updated award, grant and bursary information, as well as links to the online submission, have been posted to the CACCN website at caccn.ca – Awards and Recognition.
CACCN offers the following under the Awards and Recognition Program:
Awards:
Brenda Morgan Leadership Excellence
Chasing Excellence
Life Member

Chapter of the Year
Spacelabs Innovative Project
BBraun Sharing Expertise

Grants:
Research Grant
Bursaries:
Canadian Nurses Association Certification
Graduate Education Bursary

Paula Price Memorial Education Bursary
CICW Spotlight Challenge

Thank you to the following CACCN members who participated on the Award Review Sub-Committee:
Vini Bains (BC)
Veronica Dekker (ON)
Teresa Robitaille (ON)
Anderson (NS)

Myriam Breau (NB)
Rebecca Manders
Karen Webb-

Ingrid Daley (ON)
Lara Parker (BC)

Take time to consider applying or nominating a colleague.
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Reflections from an Award Recipient
…Lara is an
innovative and
visionary leader.
The essence of
“great” leadership
is effective
management of
oneself and others
in response to a
variety of
situations.
Therefore, it is
essential that
leaders manage
their emotional
response to a
variety of situations
and others’ actions.
How staff members
perceive managers
is critical to any
organizations’
recruitment and
retention efforts.
No matter what a
day brings, Lara
consistently
demonstrates
honesty, integrity,
and optimism. She
is an excellent
communicator who
is receptive to
others and who is
motivational, fair,
approachable, and
empowering…
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Reflections on receiving the
Brenda Morgan Leadership Excellence Award
Lara Parker, MSN, RN, CNCC(C)
In September 2018, I had the honor and privilege of being awarded the Brenda
Morgan Leadership Excellence Award from the Canadian Association of Critical Care Nurses (CACCN).
This has been both a surreal and motivating experience for me, from the time
I discovered that I had been nominated, following through to my footsteps
onto the stage to accept the award at the Dynamics of Critical Care™ Conference in Calgary, Alberta. For me, each moment since has consisted of reflection, honor, and encouragement: reflection on how my critical care nursing
journey path has brought me to this point; honor in receiving an award in the
name of Brenda Morgan, and encouragement to continue to be a leader in
every aspect of critical care nursing.
Critical care nursing and all that it encompasses is my passion. When I graduated from nursing school, I knew where and how I wanted to practice. I wanted a practice that provided opportunities to facilitate, coordinate and provide
patient and family care, while allowing for the challenge of critical thinking in a
fast-paced, unpredictable, highly technically advanced environment. I had the
privilege of starting my career in the Intensive Care Unit (ICU) at Vancouver
General Hospital. The opportunities and experiences I had in this unit are
foundational to who I am, and what I do, now. From the families who allowed
me to share in their experiences, to the mentors who encouraged me and
taught me, it was here in my practice, that I realized I wanted to become an
educator.
Critical care nurses can provide education every single day: to new staff, new
residents, patients, and families. I truly enjoyed that aspect of critical care
nursing. However, I recall the exact moment that I made a choice in the middle of an intense night shift. This choice was a pivotal moment for me in my
critical care career.
My break relief partner, a new nurse, had her first patient with continuous
renal replacement therapy (CRRT). As all CRRT machines like to do, it clotted around 0400 hours, just when I was about to leave on a much-needed
break. She asked me to help her prime the new line. This request created a
decision for me. I could prime the machine myself, finish the task quickly, and
get to take my break on time, or I could help her take what she had learned in
class about priming, and support her in applying this new knowledge, i.e. provide educational support. Guess what I chose to do? It was at that moment
that I clearly knew my path.
I began teaching clinically for the British Columbia Institute of Technology
(BCIT) Critical Care Nursing Program shortly after that night shift. Bringing
students into the clinical environment and providing clinical education was an
opportunity for not only the students to learn, but for me continue to grow
and learn as well. Some of the most thought-provoking questions I have ever
heard, have been asked by the voice of a student!
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Once I started at BCIT as a contract clinical instructor, I joined a world of individuals who were similarly passionate about education. I am privileged to be surrounded by an incredible team and incredible
mentors who supported me then and continue to support me now. Over time, I moved from clinical
instruction into a temporary faculty role, and then eventually into a permanent faculty role.
At the beginning of 2017, I had the opportunity to become the Program Head of the Critical Care
Nursing Program. In this role, my understanding of critical care nursing practice and education has
been magnified and expanded by working with all partners involved in the delivery of education; ultimately to meet the outcomes of compassionate, ethical and evidence based, safe, patient care.
As my journey of being an educator continued, working at BCIT and finishing my Master of Science in
Nursing (MSN), I wanted to share what I had learned, hoping that by doing so, I would inspire others
to learn, share and lead. CACCN was the perfect place for me to begin. I started first with a simple
poster presentation, then over time, I moved on to oral presentations, and eventually a mastery session. My first article was published in the Canadian Journal of Critical Care Nursing™ (CJCCN). In
due course, I had the opportunity to be part of the CACCN National Board of Directors, where I
learned and grew enormously. My most current step in this journey was presenting at an international
educational conference this past year.
All my educational and work experiences have helped me to develop and hone my vision of critical
care nursing education, and from within that vision, begin to develop and enact my leadership values.
It is within my role as Program Head that my values as a leader have been fostered. To this end, I believe leadership is a privilege. It allows me to encourage, guide, and cheer for others! Leadership has
allowed me to work with, support, and continue to build our amazing team. I believe the values that
are foundational to strong and effective leadership include a commitment to life- long learning; being
transparent in communication; building, developing and maintaining strong relationships; being supportive of all members of the team; and kindness. I also truly believe that maintaining a sense of inquiry is
vital to good leadership; understanding that there is always more than one perspective and seeking
clarity and understanding without judgment or bias.
Having the opportunity to be in a leadership role has required me to push my problem-solving abilities
to a new level, to create innovative and visionary solutions. It has taught me to re-evaluate decisions
when other’s input has been provided that might present a better path. A leader is only one small part
of the greater whole, and a leader is no one without a strong team. The amazing team of individuals I
am privileged to work with are essential to the delivery of the program and for encouraging me.
A strong well-supported team means the best for education and the best for learners, and therefore,
the best for critical care patient outcomes. My leadership goals are to have a strong, supportive team,
an outstanding critical care program, creating strong critical care nurse leaders of tomorrow who will
provide, safe, educated, innovative patient and family care.
Each step on my journey to who I am now as a critical care nurse leader, took determination and
courage. I had to be brave and choose to look forward and not back. I also had to believe that what I
wanted to say, or share would help support fellow nurses to create conversations strengthening critical care nursing practice and patient care.
The Brenda Morgan Leadership Excellence Award has reminded me to continue to be courageous. I
will continue to believe in the best education for critical care nurses as the outcome is a stronger critical care nursing team, with more ideas, more resources, and more passion, resulting in better patient
care. What we do as critical care nurses impacts the lives and families of so many, both immediately
and forever. On your own critical care journey, I encourage each one of you to be courageous! Share
what you learn! Support each other to learn and grow! Build the critical care nurses’ community of
knowledge! Be the role model! Embrace uncertainty and not knowing the answers and ask questions.
Seek feedback. Take a leap and push your boundaries and present at a conference, write an article, or
create a poster! Know that in a community of learning, all ideas spark growth and engagement!
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Thank you to everyone who has helped me on my continuing journey. Thank you to my colleagues and
to CACCN for this prestigious award. Thank you to my family and friends! I look forward to learning
and growing with all of you!

Brenda Morgan Leadership Excellence Award Recipient 2018
Lara Parker, MSN, RN, CNCC(C)
Program Head
Critical Care Nursing Specialty
Specialty Nursing,
School of Health Sciences
British Columbia Institute of Technology

L to R: Sarah Crowe, CACCN Treasurer, Brenda L Morgan, Lara Parker, recipient, and
Kathy Bouwmeester, CACCN President, Dynamics 2018, Calgary, AB
Nominated by
Michelle House-Kokan, Debbi Beukes, Petra Davis, and Jasmine Wong
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The Canadian Intensive Care Week (CIC) Spotlight Challenge Award was granted to the
Hospital for Sick Children in Toronto, Ontario
The following is the report of the events held by the Hospital for Sick Children during Canadian Intensive Care
Week—October 22 to 26, 2018.
CCCU/PICU Tours
Target audience: Sick Kids staff
Description: We provided facilitated tours of the CCU area with a mock-up of
a CCU bedside. The tour included patient care zones, our quality improvement
boards, classrooms, family comfort areas, breast feeding support room and administration areas. The bedside mock up room had a child simulator with various technology and therapeutic devises displayed (ventilator, thermoregulation,
vascular therapies, dialysis, developmental interventions). Written explanations
of how each of the items assisted in care and supported child recovery were
available for visitors to learn more about critical care tools and interventions.
Outcome: Tours were held twice per day on Monday and Tuesday and were
attended by our partners and colleagues within the hospital. Participants were
from physiotherapy, lab services diagnostic imaging and in-patient ward areas.
The tours provide a visual and interpersonal view to the critical care environment and the setting for patient and family experience.
Trivia challenge
Target audience: Critical care team
Description: A series of critical care trivia question highlighting historic facts, people and current contributions of
the critical care team were sent out to our entire CCU team twice. Both a daily and a weekly prize winner was
identified from the correct responses. Questions were selected from those submitted by the ICU week steering
group.

Outcome: This was very well received with tremendous participation across the team. Coffee cards were awarded daily and 50$ visa cash card weekly prize drawn from all those with the most correct answers throughout the
week.
Screening room/ ICU lounge Tuesday
Target audience: Hospital staff, patients and families, general public.
Description: A lounge area with seating and refreshments was set up in our main atrium lobby with a large LCD
screen. The monitor played two 15 mins ICU movies ‘A day in the life’ and I’m
just a nurse’ alternating with a power point show called ‘Connected to the
why’. ‘A day in the life’ depicts the activity and environment of pediatric critical care and was developed in 2017 when our city hosted the World Congress
of Pediatric and Critical Care Societies. The movie ‘I’m just a nurse ’was produced by Ruth Trinier (past CACCN BOD) and Lori Lieske to demonstrate
the impact of critical care nursing on children and their families. The
‘Connected to the why’ slide show combined historic and current images of
our critical care unit integrated with critical care team members stories of the
meaning in their work. CCU staff were present throughout the day to answer
questions and interact with those attending the screening room.
Outcome: This was popular for all audiences. Refreshment were provided
and there was many positive comments about the presentations. Visitors to the
screening room were also invited to attend the CCCU/PICU tours as well.
The screening room was originally planned for only Tuesday however held over
into the Wed as there was strong interest.
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Outcome: This was popular for all audiences. Refreshment were provided and there was many positive comments about the presentations. Visitors to the screening room were also invited to attend the CCCU/PICU tours
as well. The screening room was originally planned for only Tuesday however held over into the Wed as there was
strong interest.

Poster display of current CCU academic work In the Garden
Patio main atrium
Target audience: Primarily those outside of CCU and within the organization and invited guests.
Description: We held a one day poster display on Wed October 24th
in our main atrium lobby. The event was advertised via all our organizational media outlets with a large banner marking he entrance. There
were over 25 posters presented representing clinical, quality and education research. CCU team members were present to greet visitors
between 0800 and 1600 and refreshments were offered.
Outcome: We showcased the work of over 25 poster authors and 70 published articles to date in
2018. The work of staff physicians, fellows, allied health, nursing and interprofessional projects were included for a ICU team based presentation. Refreshment were served and special guests from the hospital
executive and research institute were in attendance. A special presentation was made to our senior data
analyst Helena Frndova on her retirement after 28 year in the CCU research program. Dr. Peter
Laussen Chief of Critical Care and Dr. Guerguerian Director of Critical Care Research provided opening
remarks. Over 60 individuals attended the poster presentation throughout the day.
Then and now Lunch and Learn
Target audience: Sick Kids staff/invited guests
Description: Presented over the afternoon on Friday October 26th. A light lunch was served as two
distinguished speakers presented their thoughts on the evolution of paediatric critical care- Dr Peter
Cox, Director of PICU and the advances of respiratory support for critically ill children with Dr. Gail
Annich, staff physician and past Director of ELSO. The presentations were recorded for later viewing.
Outcomes: Standing room only for both presentations. Each highlighted the rich legacy of the department and share current cutting edge work and advances.
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Dynamics of Critical Care 2019
September 2019 Halifax, NS
Dynamics of Critical Care 2020
September 2020 Windsor, ON
World Critical Care Congress 2021
September 2021 Vancouver, BC

Contact Information:
P. O. Box 25322
London, ON
Toll Free: 1-866-477-9077
Local: 519-207-7007
Facsimile: 519-649-1458
Email: caccn@caccn.ca
Website: www.caccn.ca

